Introduction
In this paper we propose a new way to realize cyclic base change for prime degree extensions of characteristic zero local fields; we work with l-adic representations (that is, representations on vector spaces defined over Q l -in fact over some finite extension of Q l ) and we restrict our attention to cuspidal representations. Every representation of a p-adic group mentioned in this paper is tacitly assumed to be smooth (that is, every vector has an open stabilizer).
Motivation
The motivation to investigate cyclic base change in this situation comes from two conjectures of Treumann and Venkatesh (section 6.3 in [27] ) where they investigate a particular case of Langlands functoriality, which we now recall.
For every connected reductive group G over a p-adic field F , Langlands conjectured (see for instance [30] for a detailed exposition) the existence of finite-to-one maps between (isomorphism classes of) complex irreducible admissible representations of G " GpF q and (equivalence classes of) admissible Langlands parameters, which are group homomorphisms φ : W D F ÝÑ L G " p G¸GalpF q satisfying some technical conditions 1 . This correspondence should be well-behaved with respect to many different constructions, and preserve analytic objects such as L-functions and ε-factors that can be independently associated to a G-representation as well as to a Langlands parameter. Given now two connected reductive groups G, G 1 over F and a well-behaved morphism between their L-groups L φ : L G ÝÑ L G 1 which sends Langlands parameters of G into Langlands parameters of G 1 , the functoriality conjecture (see for example [2] and [14] ) predicts that the associated correspondence between G-and G 1 -representations satisfies many nice properties (for example, it is compatible with L-functions). It is then an interesting question to give an explicit description of such correspondence.
Treumann and Venkatesh investigate Langlands functoriality in the following setup: let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over a p-adic field F and an automorphism σ P AutpGq of order l whose fixed point set is the algebraic group H " G σ . They introduce the notion of linkage 2 : a mod l representation π of G σ is linked to a σ-fixed mod l representation Π of G if the Frobenius twist π plq appears as a Jordan-Holder constituent of the Tate cohomology T˚pΠq, which is naturally a G σ -representation (see section 3 and definition 6.2 in [27] ). Under some technical assumptions, they conjecture that there exists an admissible Lhomomorphism L φ : L H ÝÑ L G such that if π is linked to the σ-invariant Π, then L φ sends the Langlands parameter of π into the one of Π. Looking at the correspondence of H-and G-representations induced by L φ in the opposite direction, the conjecture says that among the H-representations corresponding to Π there should be all π's whose Frobenius twists π plq are Jordan-Holder factors of the Tate cohomology T˚pΠq: this is what is meant by the catchy phrase 'Tate cohomology realizes Langlands functoriality'.
Our main theorem proves the conjecture of Treumann and Venkatesh in the special case where G " GL n , σ is a Galois automorphism of prime order l and the two representations are cuspidal, of level zero and minimal-maximal type. Notice that the assumption on σ means that we are investigating an important special case of Langlands functoriality known as base change (see section 2 for a detailed definition), and the explicit description of the base change given via Tate cohomology is quite remarkable.
Statement of results
Let F Ą E be a degree l Galois extension of characteristic zero, non-archimedean local fields of residue characteristic p, where p and l are different primes. Let n be a positive integer coprime to both l and p. We say that a representation pρ, V q of GL n pF q is GalpF {Eq-equivariant when for each element γ P GalpF {Eq the representations ρ and ρ˝γ are abstractly isomorphic (here γ acts componentwise on GL n pF q). A representation π of GL n pEq is said to be of level zero and minimal-maximal type if it is the induction from the (open, compact mod center) subgroup E˚GL n pO E q of a representation inflated from a cuspidal representation of GL n pk E q.
The main result is the following. All non-standard notions mentioned in the theorem are explained in section 2. Let π be an l-adic cuspidal, level zero, minimal-maximal type irreducible representation of GL n pEq and pρ, V q be an l-adic cuspidal, level zero, minimal-maximal type irreducible representation of GL n pF q which is GalpF {Eq-equivariant. From pρ, V q we construct a mod l representation of GL n pEq as follows: let L Ă V be a ρ-stable lattice, and P : GL n pF q¸GalpF {Eq ÝÑ V be an extension of ρ. Then L is Ppγq-stable and the Tate cohomology ields an irreducible mod l representation of GL n pEq whose isomorphism class is independent of the choices of L and P: see lemma 5 for the proof of this claim. Theorem 1. With the notation above, the mod l reductions r l pπq and r l pρq (which are irreducible F l -representations) are in base change (denoted bc) if and only if r l pπq plq -T 0 pρq, where on the left we have the Frobenius twist of r l pπq (i.e. the scalar λ acts as λ 1{l -see also formula 1 in the Notation section).
In particular, r l pπq plq -T 0 pbcpπqq.
Notice that the underlying space of T 0 pρq is by construction l-torsion -where l is the order of the Galois element γ; thus if we want to compare T 0 pρq to a reduction modulo a prime l 1 of an irreducible representation π whose coefficient field is, say, a number field, we are forced to pick l 1 " l.
Remark. We will show that if we have r l pρq -bcpr l pπqq, then the isomorphism T 0 pρq -r l pπq plq holds. We now explain how the other direction of the theorem follows from this implication. Vice versa, suppose then that T 0 pρ 1 q -r l pπq plq for ρ 1 an irreducible, cuspidal, Galois-invariant, l-adic representation of GL n pEq and π an irreducible, cuspidal, l-adic representation of GL n pF q. By the classical theory of base change we know (see e.g. section 6 , chapter 1 of [1] ) that there exists an irreducible, cuspidal l-adic representation π 1 of GL n pF q with ρ 1 " bcpπ 1 q.
By compatibility of base change with reduction mod l (which follows immediately from the main theorem of [8] since restriction on the Galois side preserves congruence mod l), we have that r l pρ 1 q -bc pr l pπ 1 qq. We obtain thus r l pπ 1 q plq -T 0 pρ 1 q -r l pπq plq where the left-hand side equality is the direction of the theorem that we are assuming right now, while the right-hand side equality holds by hypothesis. Hence we get r l pρ 1 q -bc pr l pπ 1-bc pr l pπqq as we needed.
Finally, we want to remark that the theorem makes no mention of the ramification of the cyclic extension, but in fact the ramified case and the unramified one are intrinsically different and we prove the statement separately in each case.
Overview of the paper
Before giving an overview of the proof of Theorem 1 we want to emphasize the importance of the Shintani correspondence for our purposes. Shintani's seminal work was fundamental for the development of cyclic base change in the local setting, as described by Arthur and Clozel in [1] , chapter 1, section 6.
In fact, to prove theorem 1 in the unramified case one fundamental step is to rephrase the Shintani correspondence (as in [22] ), which gives a bijection between irreducible l-adic representationsπ of GL n pFand irreducible l-adic representationsρ of GL n pF q l q which are Galois-fixed, in terms of a matching of modular representations (see Theorem 11) . The bijection that Shintani discovered is given in terms of characters, making use of a generalization of the norm map -we recall it in the Notation section.
We show that in the cuspidal case (when we view both characters ofπ andρ as valued in the integral closure of Z l ), the Shintani correspondence may be realized as in our main theorem: taking Tate cohomology of any stable Z l -lattice in the underlying space ofρ with respect to the natural Frob q -action on GL n pF q l q yields a mod l representation of GL n pF, and this coincides (up to a Frobenius twist) with the reduction mod l ofπ. This is proved explicitly, by computing characters ofπ andρ and showing that the Brauer characters of the two modular representations match.
We then liftπ andρ to cuspidal, level zero l-adic representations of GL n pEq and GL n pF q, and we show that the two lifts π and ρ match in the same way.
Finally, we show that the lifts π and ρ are in fact realizing cyclic base change: this is done by applying the local Langlands correspondence (described explicitly by Bushnell and Henniart in [9] and [10] ) and proving that on the Galois side the representations one obtains are restriction of one another.
The ramified case requires different techniques (one cannot hope to work on the finite group level, as now the two local fields have the same residue field): here we start with a cuspidal l-adic representations π of GL n pEq, realize its base change ρ via the explicit local Langlands correspondence (as in [9] and [10] ) and only then we show that the Frobenius twist of the reduction of π is isomorphic to the Tate cohomology of ρ. This is done by considering both representations as l-sheaves on the respective coset spaces, which are then embedded as vertex sets of the respective Bruhat-Tits buildings. A careful analysis of Tate cohomology lets us conclude that T 0 pρq is in fact supported on the (canonically embedded) building of GL n pEq and eventually we can see that the two l-sheaves are isomorphic.
As explained above, we treated the simplest possible case (level zero and minimal-maximal type), but we expect a similar statement to be true in a much more general situation, without any restriction on the level and type.
Conjecture 2. As before, let F Ą E be a degree l extension of characteristic zero, non-archimedean local fields of residue characteristic p, where p and l are different primes. Let π be a cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pEq and ρ be a cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pF q that is GalpF {Eq-equivariant; extend ρ to a representation of GL n pF q¸GalpF {Eq. Then r l pπq and r l pρq are in base change exactly when
This conjecture is consistent with the general philosophy about linkage being compatible with the Langlands functorial transfer (Conjecture 6.3 in [27] ).
Remark. The conjecture as stated only deals with the case of two cuspidal representations being in base change. Nonetheless, when l|n it is possible in certain cases to have π cuspidal and its base change ρ " bcpπq a principal series. Some computations we carried seem to suggest that in this case π is still linked to ρ (that is, r l pπq plq is a Jordan-Holder factor of T˚pρq), but we do not have equality since T 0 pρq is now much bigger than r l pπq plq .
The referee raised the interesting question about what happens if F Ą E is an extension of positive characteristic, non-archimedean local fields -everything else being the same. We were primarly interested in the situation over p-adic fields (for instance, because the setup of [27] is for reductive groups over number fields) so we did not consider that case, but a brief glance at the main ingredients in the proof of the main theorem (several results of [29] , the essential tame local Langlands correspondence of [9] and [10] , and the l-modular local Langlands correspondence as in [8] and [28] ) shows that each of them holds in the greater generality of charE " charF " p. Therefore, we expect the results of this paper to be easily extendable to the local function field setting.
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Notation
In the course of the paper k will denote a finite field and k m its unique extension of degree m. We use a similar notation for local fields: if F is a finite extension of Q p , F m indicates its unique unramified extension of degree m. In both cases, the Galois groups of the relative extensions k m {k and F m {F are cyclic of order m, and we call Frobenius and denote Frob (sometimes also Frob k or Frob F to clarify what the ground field is) the arithmetic Frobenius, i.e. the automorphism x Þ Ñ x |k| in the finite field case or a lift of it in the unramified case. In both cases, Frob is a generator of the Galois group.
There is then an obvious entry-wise action of Frob on GL n pk n q or GL n pF n q, which gives us a Galois action on respectively GL n pk m q or GL n pF m q.
We will use boldface letters (like G) for algebraic groups and usual font (e.g. G) for the group of their points over some field, which will be specified or clear in the context.
The notation λ $ n indicates that λ is a partition of the positive integer n. Throughout this paper we will mainly deal with l-adic and l-modular representations and we will specify the coefficient field unless it is clear from the context. By an integral l-adic representation of a group G we mean an l-adic representation π over a Q l or Q l -vector space V for which there exists a G-invariant lattice L.
We fix an isomorphism Q l -C, which we will use to identify the complex and the l-adic local Langlands correspondences. As explained in [28] , the bijection given by the l-adic local Langlands correspondence between representation of W pLq and admissibile representations of GL n pLq (in particular, the bijection of lemma 20 later) only depends on the choice of this isomorphism if the order of the residue field k L is not a square, and in that case it only depends on the choice of an element a |k L | P Q l .
Definition 1 (Compact induction)
. Let G be a locally compact, totally disconnected group and H Ă G a closed subgroup. Let pσ, W q be a representation of H. The induced representation Ind G H σ has underlying space Ind G H W " tf : G ÝÑ W | f phgq " σphqf pgq @h P H, g P G and f is locally constantu .
The locally constant condition is tantamount to saying that the G-action on the right:
pg.f qpxq " f pxgq @g, x P G gives rise to a smooth representation of G on Ind We now recall the notions of cuspidal and supercuspidal representation with an ad-hoc definition for GL n .
Definition 2 (Cuspidal and supercuspidal representations). Let G " GL n pF q or G " GL n pkq. For any 1 ď m ď n´1, consider the maximal upper parabolic subgroup P m Ă G of matrices whose lower-left pn´mqˆm block is zero. Let U m be its unipotent radical (consisting of matrices in P m which coincides with the identity outside of the upper-right mˆpn´mq block). Then the quotient map P m ։ P m {U m admits a natural section whose image (in P m ) consists of a Levi factor M m -GL mˆG L n´m : the subgroup of P m of block-diagonal matrices with blocks of sizes tm, n´mu.
Given a representation τ of M m -P m {U m , one can inflate it trivially to P m via the quotient map, and then induce up to G: we denote the result of this process by i G Pm τ . Let π be a representation of G. We say that π is cuspidal if for all 1 ď m ď n´1, and for all smooth, admissible representations τ of a Levi factor M m , we have
We say that π is supercuspidal if for all 1 ď m ď n´1, and for all representations τ of a Levi factor M m , we have that π is not a subquotient of i
Recall that in the p-adic case (i.e. when G " GL n pF q) by representation we mean smooth representation. Notice moreover that in this case the quotient G{P m is compact, hence "inducing from P m to G" is un-ambiguous since induction and compact induction coincide.
As a warning to the reader we want to remark that, unlike in the classical case of irreducible, admissible, complex representations, for mod l representations the notion of supercuspidal (see for example [29] , chapter 2, sections 2.2 to 2.5) is strictly stronger than that of cuspidal. We will always work with the latter.
Definition 3 (Cyclic, Local Base Change -l-adic case). Let π be an l-adic smooth irreducible cuspidal representation of GL n pEq and ρ be an l-adic smooth irreducible cuspidal representation of GL n pF q which is Galois-invariant. Denote by L K the bijection between the cuspidal, irreducible, l-adic representations of GL n pKq and the n-dimensional, irreducible, l-adic representations of the Weil group W pKq given by the Local Langlands Correspondence.
We say that π and ρ are in base change, and write ρ " bc Q l pπq if we have
The notion of base change for complex representations of GL n pF q (and hence l-adic representations) is thus defined as the operation on the automorphic side corresponding to restriction on the Galois side via the Local Langlands correspondance. This prompt the following definition in the l-modular setting.
Definition 4 (Cyclic, Local Base Change -l-modular case). Let π be a mod l smooth irreducible cuspidal representation of GL n pEq and ρ be a mod l smooth irreducible cuspidal representation of GL n pF q which is Galois-invariant. We say that π and ρ are in l-modular base change, and write ρ " bc F l pπq, if they admit lifts r π and r ρ to l-adic, cuspidal, irreducible representations (respectively of GL n pEq and GL n pF q) such that r l´r es W pEq W pF q pL E pr πqq¯-r l pL F pr ρqq .
Remark. By the main theorem of [8] , the mod l reduction does not depend on the choice of the lift r π: indeed if r π 1 is another such lift, the theorem says that the l-adic Galois representations L E pr πq and L E pr π 1 q have isomorphic reduction mod l, and hence so do their restrictions to W pF q. Similarly for the choice of the lift r ρ. Given π as above, if an l-modular base change ρ exists, then it is unique. Indeed, again by the main theorem of [8] , the condition of having isomorphic mod l reduction r l´r es W pEq W pF q pL E pr πqq¯-r l pL F pr ρqq is equivalent to the identical condition on the automorphic side under l-adic local Langlands: r ρ and L´1 E´r es W pEq W pF q pL F pr πqq¯have the same reduction mod l. But ρ " r l pr ρq by assumption, while the reduction of L´1 E´r es W pEq W pF q pL F pr πqq¯is independent of ρ. Notice that by the results in section III.5.10(2) of [29] every irreducible, mod l cuspidal representation of GL n admits a lift to an l-adic cuspidal representation, which is obviously irreducible -hence each pair pπ, ρq as above admits l-adic lifts pr π, r ρq which one can apply the definition to. The above definition is moreover compatible with the semisimple mod l Langlands correspondence as established by Vigneras, in the following sense:
Definition 5 (Supercuspidal support, see [28] , section 1.2). Let R " Q l or R " F l . Let π be an irreducible representations of GL n pF q with coefficients in R. The supercuspidal support of π is the formal sum scpπq " π 1`. . .`π h where π i is a supercuspidal, irreducible R-representation of GL n i pF q (for ř i n i " n) such that π is a subquotient of the normalized parabolic induction π 1ˆ. . .ˆπ h . This is well-defined, as explained in the remark of section 1.2 of [28] .
We remark that, as explained in section 1.5 of [28] , the supercuspidal support behaves well under reduction mod l: if π is an irreducible integral l-adic representation of GL n pF q with supercuspidal support scpπq " π 1`. . .`π h , then each irreducible subquotient of the reduction r l pπq has (mod l) supercuspidal support equal to sc pr l pπ 1 qq`. . .`sc pr l pπ h qq. We define this formal sum to be the supercuspidal support scpr l pπqq of the reduction mod l of π.
The l-modular semisimple local Langlands correspondence is then encoded in the following important result.
Theorem 3 (Vigneras, thm. 1.6 in [28] ). Let π and π 1 be irreducible integral l-adic representation of GL n pF q and σ, σ 1 be n-dimensional integral l-adic representation of the Weil group W pF q in semisimple Langlands correspondence, i.e. scpπq Ø σ and scpπ 1 q Ø σ 1 . Then 1. The supercuspidal supports of the reductions coincide -i.e. scpr l pπqq " scpr l pπ 1-if and only the reductions of the Weil representations are isomorphic, that is, r l pσq -r l pσ 1 q.
2. There exists a unique compatible sistem of bijections indexed by the natural numbers n ě 1:
between supercuspidal mod l representations of GL n pF q and irreducible n-dimensional mod l representations of W pF q which induces via the supercuspidal support a semisimple Langlands correspondence over F l :
compatible with mod l reduction, i.e. given π P Irrep Q l pGL n pFand an n-dimensional σ P Rep Q l pW pFsuch that scpπq is in l-adic Langlands correspondence with σ, then scpr l pπqq is in mod l Langlands correspondence with r l pσq.
Suppose now that π (respectively ρ) is an irreducible, supercuspidal, mod l representations of GL n pEq (respectively, GL n pF q). According to our definition, these are in base change if for two cuspidal l-adic lifts r π and r ρ we have r l pL E pr πqq | W pF q -r l pL F pr ρqq. On the other hand, Vigneras' theorem provides us with the l-modular representations G π P Irrep F l pW pFand G ρ P Irrep F l pW pEqq, and compatibility with reduction mod l means exactly that G π " r l pL E pr πqq and G ρ " r l pL F pr ρqq. Therefore, for supercuspidal π and ρ, l-modular base change corresponds exactly to restriction on the Galois side under local Langlands, without the necessity of taking l-adic lifts.
We recall here the definition of Shintani s correspondence, since it will be used later. Let k m {k be an extension of finite fields with γ the Frobenius element and pρ, V q be a Galois-invariant, irreducible l-adic representation of GL n pk m q, so that there exists an operator T γ : pρ˝γ, V q ÝÑ pρ, V q realizing the isomorphism of representations.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 1 in [22] ). For a suitable normalization of T γ , there exists an irreducible character χ ρ of GL n pkq which satisfies Tr pI γ pρpg" χ ρ`N orm km|k pgq˘@g P GL n pk m q where the norm map is defined as Norm km|k pgq " γ m´1 pgq¨. . .¨γpgq¨g. Moreover, the mapping ρ Þ Ñ χ ρ is a bijection between the Galois-invariant irreducible representations of GL n pk m q and the irreducible representations of GL n pkq.
The Shintani base change is thus the inverse of the bijection above, so that ρ is the Shintani base change of the representation having character χ ρ .
Consider a modular representation pα, V q of a group G (that is, a representation defined over the F l -vector space V ). We denote by α plq its Frobenius twist, that is the representation where the map α : G ÝÑ GLpV q is the same, as well as the underlying set of V , but the scalar action of F l on V is twisted by Frobenius:
For the notion of type of a level zero representation see Vigneras in [29] , chapter III, section 3.1; in particular a representation of level zero having minimal-maximal type is one whose restriction to a maximal parahoric K 0 (that is, a maximal compact in GL n pF q, necessarily conjugate to GL n pO F q) contains a representation σ of K 0 trivial on the first congruence subgroup K 1 ; σ hence corresponds to the inflation (under the quotient map
of a cuspidal representation of GL n pk F q. An identical description applies with E in the place of F .
We say that a representation ρ of GL n pF q is GalpF {Eq-equivariant when for each element γ P GalpF {Eq the representations ρ and ρ˝γ are abstractly isomorphic (here γ acts componentwise on GL n pF q). In the situation of Theorem 1, once one fixes a generator γ for the cyclic l-group GalpF {Eq, the condition of being GalpF {Eq-equivariant is equivalent to ρ -ρ˝γ for that particular generator: one can then extend ρ non-uniquely to a representation of GL n pF q¸GalpF {Eq. 4 Notice that both representations in the theorem, and in fact all l-adic representations that will be mentioned in this paper, are l-integral: that is, there exists a Z l -lattice L Ă V (where V is the underlying space of the l-adic representation) which is stable under the group action and generates V (over Q l ). For a proof that such a lattice exists, and that in fact it can be realized over a finite extension of Q l , see [29] , chapter II, section 4.12. We denote by Z l the integral closure of Z l in a fixed separable closure Q l of Q l .
Suppose we have then a GalpF {Eq-equivariant l-adic representation pρ, V q of GL n pF q which is l-integral, and fix a generator γ P GalpF {Eq. To define Tate cohomology we need to fix an isomorphism of GL n pF q-representations
and then pick a GL n pF q-invariant lattice L Ă V which is preserved by T. We denote by N " id`T`. . .`T l´1 the "norm" and we have the obvious 2-periodic chain
The cohomology of this complex is by definition Tate cohomology:
these are naturally F l -modules with an action of the groups of the fixed points GL n pF q γ " GL n pEq: hence one gets two l-modular representations of GL n pEq. We will denote their semisimplifications by T i pρq; in general, these may depend on the choices of T and of an invariant lattice L but the following lemma will apply to all the l-adic representations ρ considered in this paper.
Lemma 5. Suppose ρ as above is irreducible and cuspidal. Then T 0 pρq is well-defined and independent of the choices of T and L.
Proof. Notice that by Schur's lemma, T l is a scalar λ P Q l , hence by replacing T with λ 1{l T, we can assume that T had finite order l: the only ambiguity left in the definition of T is the choice of l-th root of λ, i.e. T is well-defined up to an l-th root of unity in Q l . Fix then one such operator T with T l " id. By proposition 4.5 in [8] (and the discussion preceding it in sections 4.3 and 4.4), the irreducible and cuspidal representation ρ admits a unique stable lattice L up to homothety. Since TpLq is another stable lattice, we must have TpLq " zL for some
shows that z P Z l˚, and in particular TpLq " L -i.e. the intertwining operator preserves any stable lattice L. Fix one such stable lattice L: we now prove that T 0 pLq is independent of this choice. Consider the short exact sequence of GL n pF q¸GalpF {Eq-modules induced by "multiplication by l" on L:
0 ÝÑ L¨l ÝÑ L ÝÑ L{lL ÝÑ 0 and take Tate cohomology with respect to the fixed choice of T. The long exact sequence in cohomology reads
Since T 0 pLq is an F l -module, multiplication by l factors through the zero map, so our long exact sequence becomes 0 ÝÑ T 0 pLq ÝÑ T 0 pL{lLq ÝÑ T 1 pLq ÝÑ . . .
It remains to prove that T 1 pLq " 0, let us assume this for the time being to conclude the proof of the lemma. T 1 pLq " 0 yields that T 0 pLq -T 0 pL{lLq , so that T 0 pLq only depends on the reduction L{lL, which is an irreducible mod l-representation by theorem III.1.1(d) in [29] . In particular, L{lL is the irreducible mod l reduction of ρ, which is independent of the choice of lattice L by the Brauer-Nesbitt principle. Hence, T 0 pLq will be independent of the choice of the lattice L. Finally, we prove independence on the choice of the intertwiner T (such that T l " id): let then T and T 1 " ζ l T be two such intertwiners, where ζ l is an l-th root of unity: notice that a GL n pF q-stable lattice L will be preserved by T if and only if is preserved by T 1 , and we have T Theorem 6. Let ρ be an irreducible, integral, cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pF q (resp. GL n pk l q) which is GalpF {Eq-invariant (resp. Galpk l {kq-invariant). Then T 1 pρq " 0.
Proof. We will give the proof in the case of GL n pF q: the proof in the finite field setting is exactly identical, since the main ingredients are the Kirillov model -which exists both for GL n pF q and for GL n pk l q -and an explicit computation, which is identical in the two cases.
Consider then the Kirillov model: denoting by ψ : F ÝÑ Q l˚a non-degenerate character of the upper unipotent subgroup U n , we can consider the mirabolic representation τ " c-Ind Pn Un ψ, where P n is the mirabolic subgroup. By the discussion in section III.1.1 of [29] , τ is irreducible, lintegral and with irreducible reduction mod l. Moreover, we have an isomorphism res GLnpF q Pn ρ -τ as representations of P n .
Therefore it suffices to show that T 1`ρ | PnpF q˘" 0 since P n pF q GalpF {Eq " P n pEq and restriction of the group action to a subgroup is obviously compatible with the procedure described to define T 1 . Consider then τ -ρ| PnpF q : by assumption, we have τ -τ˝γ for a generator γ of GalpF {Eq, and we can choose the intertwiner to be T : τ ÝÑ τ˝γ defined as pTf q pgq " f`γ´1gw
here we use the function model for the compactly induced representation τ , as in definition 1.
Fix a choice of coset representatives tU n pF qgu for U n pF qzP n pF q such that U n pF qγpgq is another coset representative: in other words, GalpF {Eq acts on these cosets; this can be done since γ preserves U n pF q. Pick then the Z l -lattice L Ă τ generated by the characteristic functions 1 g , where 1 g is the function supported on the coset U n pF qg and mapping g Þ Ñ 1. Since we have T p1 g q " 1 γpgq , the lattice L is preserved by the intertwiner operator. Recall that T 1 pρq " ker N{Imp1´Tq. Then a function f " ř g a g 1 g is in the kernel of the norm operator N exactly when
Now the coefficients a g are in Z l which is torsion-free, hence for each γ-fixed g we must have a g¨l " 0 which implies a g " 0. For each g which is not Galois-fixed, we must instead have ř l´1 i"0 a γ i pgq " 0. A basis of kerpNq is then given by the functions 1 g´1γpgq ( as g varies among non-Galois fixed elements. But then it is immediate to see that 1 g´1γpgq " p1´Tq1 g P Imp1´Tq which proves that T 1 pρq " 0.
Characters of finite general linear groups
In this section we describe the theory of characters for the finite general linear group GL n pkq. This has been completely worked out by Green in [16] in the complex case. The main idea is to describe conjugacy classes c in GL n pFby using representatives in the form of companion matrices, and parametrize those by partition-valued functions ν c on the set of irreducible polynomials with F qcoefficients. Some amount of combinatorics is then required to explicitly describe the characters, in particular the Green polynomials (see for example Macdonald in [17] ) are brought into the picture and to explicitly compute a given character on an element it is necessary to know the value of a specific Green polynomial at some power of q. The description is much simpler for cuspidal characters: both the construction and the explicit computation are easier in this case, and the required Green polynomials have a very neat form for any general n. We follow the construction of Springer in r24s to construct the cuspidal characters.
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over k. A maximal k-torus T Ă G is called minisotropic if its k-rank (the dimension of the maximal split k-subtorus) is as small as possible. For G " GL n , this means that the maximal k-split subtorus is the center. In particular
is a minisotropic torus for the k-group GL n , and its k-points are canonically isomorphic to kn (up to the action of the cyclic Galois group of k n {k).
In a similar way, when λ " pn 1 , . . . , n r q is a partition of n we can define
which is a k-algebra where k embeds diagonally into each factor. We then obtain a torus
that is embedded in GL n by having it act on Res F λ {k A 1 -here A 1 " SpecF λ rxs is the affine line over F λ . This embedding leads to an isomorphism
In fact, both the embedding and the isomorphism are only defined up to conjugation by the Weyl group W λ . Example 1. If the partition λ has no repeated elements, the Weyl group W λ " W λ pkq is just the product of the cyclic Galois groups corresponding to each extension k n i {k. In general, W λ will also permute copies of Weil restrictions of the same degree.
Remark. It is a general fact of the theory of reductive groups over finite fields that every torus of GL n is realized as above, for some partition λ and some choice of embedding T λ ãÑ GL n .
For a torus T λ consider now the space KpT λ q of Q l -valued functions on it, and let I pT λ q be the subspace of W λ -invariant functions. Denote
Theorem 7. Let ClpGL n pkqq be the space of Q l -valued class functions on GL n pkq. The function γ n : I n ÝÑ ClpGL n pkqq defined as follows is an isomorphism:
where Φ " pΦ λ q P À λ$n I pT λ q and Hpx; λ, tq is defined in terms of the Green polynomials as in formula 5.18 of [24] .
Proof. This is theorem 6.3 of [24] .
The inverse map is denoted π n : ClpGL n pkqq ÝÑ I n having components π n " pπ λ q λ$n . The functions π λ f P I pT λ q are called the principal parts of f . We recall here some facts about the Green polynomials which we will need later (see [24] for a proof).
Proposition 8. Let pλ, µq be an ordered pair of partitions with the same length |λ| " |µ| ď n. Then the Green polynomial Qpλ, µq is an integer, and in fact it is a polynomial function in q " |k| with integer coefficients. Hence we can see it as a polynomial map Qpλ, µq : t finite fields u ÝÑ Z which evaluates the indeterminate at the size of the finite field chosen. Moreover, if |λ| " n and r is the number of parts of λ, then Qptnu, λq " 1, Qpλ, tnuq " p1´T q . . . p1´T r´1 q, Qpt1 n u, λq " p´1q r p1´T q . . . p1´Tś iďn pT i´1 q r i pλq where r i pλq is the number of parts of λ which are at least i.
Following the construction above, the choice λ " pnq gives a torus T n " Res kn{k G m which is a minisotropic torus for GL n . Its character group x T n " Hom´T n , Z l˚¯i s acted upon by the Weyl group W n , and we call a character φ P x T n regular if its stabilizer under this action is trivial. Up to conjugation, we have that T n -kn and W n -Galpk n {kq so that a regular character is one which has largest possible orbit under a generator of the cyclic group W n . Theorem 9 (Cuspidal characters). Let φ P x T n be a regular character. Then there exists an irreducible l-adic cuspidal representation of GL n pkq whose character χ n pφq is such that 1. its principal part are all zero besides the one for λ " pnq, for which π pnq pχ n pφqq˘ptq " p´1q n´1 ÿ wPWn φpw.tq @t P T n .
2. deg χ n pφq " ś n i"1 p|k| i´1 q.
3. Let φ 1 , φ 2 P x T n be two regular characters. Then χ n pφ 1 q " χ n pφ 2 q if and only if φ 1 " pφ 2 q |k| i for some i.
4. The characters χ n pφq as φ varies among the regular elements of x T n exhaust the cuspidal part of the spectrum (that is, every irreducible l-adic cuspidal representation has character one of the χ n pφq's).
Proof. This consists of theorems 7.12 and 8.6 of [24] .
We can then apply the above construction for both k and k l and obtain explicitly all the cuspidal l-adic representations for GL n pkq and GL n pk l q; the next step is figuring out which cuspidal l-adic representations of the larger group are fixed under the Frobenius element Frob k P Galpk l {kq.
The correspondence via Tate cohomology
The following fact answers the question posed at the end of the previous section.
Proposition 10. Let pn, lq " 1. Then a cuspidal l-adic representation ρ of GL n pk l q having character χ n pφq for some regular φ P x T n -Hom´kl n , Z l˚¯i s Frobenius-fixed (that is, ρ -ρ˝Frob k for Frob k P Gal pk l {kq) if and only if φ " ψ˝Norm k ln |kn for some regular ψ P x T 1 n -Hom´kn, Z l˚¯.
Notice that we will then have a natural choice for the cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pkq correspondent to ρ: the one with character χ n pψq.
Proof. We apply theorem 9 to GL n pk l q: the only nonzero principal part of χ n pφq is the one correspondent to λ " pnq, so we can assume that χ n pφq takes value on T n Ă GL n pk l q, with T n -k ln˚. Then the action of Frob k is given by pFrob k .χ n pφqq ptq " χ n pφqpt |k| q " χ n`φ |k|˘p tq by using the explicit formula in theorem 9. Since pFrob k .χ n pφqq is still clearly a cuspidal character, the third statement of the same theorem tells us that ρ is Frobenius-fixed if and only if
It remains to show that condition 5 is equivalent to φ factoring through the norm N " Norm k ln |kn and to a regular character ψ. Let then α P kl n be a generator, and let t " φpαq. Using Hilbert 90, φ factors through N if and only if t P µ |kn|´1 pZ l q, while condition 5 is equivalent to t P µ |k|p|k| pli´1q´1 q pZ l q for some i. Since clearly t P µ |k ln |´1 pZ l q, condition 5 is actually equivalent to t P µ |k| pli´1q´1pZ l q. It's then easy to see that the last condition is equivalent to the one having φ factoring through N, under the assumption that pl, nq " 1. Assume then that φ " ψ˝Norm k ln |kn , it remains to prove that φ is regular if and only if ψ is. Now φ is regular ðñ t R µ q lk´1pZ l q for all 1 ď k ď n´1, while ψ is regular ðñ t R µ q k´1pZ l q for all 1 ď k ď n´1. The "only if" implication is obvious, the other implication follows from pl, nq " 1.
We are now ready to state an intermediate important result: the following theorem is roughly saying that Shintani correspondence for cuspidal l-adic representations is realized by taking the Frobenius twist of the reduction mod l. As discussed in the introduction, the Shintani correspondence (see [22] ) is a natural bijection between irreducible representations of GL n pkq and irreducible representations of GL n pk l q which are Frob k -fixed, and essentially encodes the content of local cyclic base change in the unramified setting.
Theorem 11. Let φ " ψ˝Norm k ln |kn be a regular character of kl n which induces a Frobeniusfixed cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pk l q. Then the reduction mod l of χ n pφq (a character of GL n pk l q) coincides, when restricted to GL n pkq, with the Frobenius twist of the reduction mod l of χ n pψq, the character of the cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pkq induced by ψ. Equivalently,
Remark. Implicit in the above equation is that both χ n pφqpxq and χ n pψqpxq are algebraic numbers that are l-integral (that is, lie in Z l , the ring of integers of the algebraic closure of Q l ), and then the bar means "reduction mod l", where l Ă Z l is the maximal ideal.
Proof. Fix x P GL n pkq for which we will verify the formula. Consider first χ n pφq: by theorem 9 the only nonzero principal part of χ n pφq is for λ " tnu so we have χ n pφqpxq " pγ n˝π q pχ n pφqqpxq "
where the subscript in the function H remembers what field we are evaluating the corresponding Green polynomials on, and we are also fixing isomorphisms T n -kl n and W n -Galpk nl {k l q " xw 0 y where w 0 .t " t q l has order n. Similarly, χ n pψqpxq " pγ n˝π q pχ n pψqqpxq " .t " t q having order n. Now lemma 5.19 in [24] tells us that Hpx; λ, tq " " 0 if the semisimple part of x is not conjugate to t P T λ Ă GL n pkq 1 if x is a regular element whose semisimple part is conjugate to t P T λ Ă GL n pkq.
(7) Since x P GL n pkq, also x ss P GL n pkq and the latter is GL n pkq-conjugate to the companion matrix of the characteristic polynomial ppT q P krT s of x ss . If t P T n -kl n is GL n pk l q-conjugate to x ss , then t is in fact a root of ppT q and hence belongs to kn. This shows that the set of t P T n such that t is GL n pk l q-conjugate to x ss are exactly the t 1 P T 1 n such that t 1 is GL n pkq-conjugate to x ss . Since taking l-power is an automorphism of F l , it suffices to show that for any such fixed t Hpx; tnu, tq " ź f PF Q`ν x pf q; ρptnu, t; f q˘p|k| deg f q where F is the set of monic irreducible polynomials over k besides f pT q " T , and Q p´,´q is a Green polynomial depending on a pair of partitions, as in proposition 8. In order to unravel the last expression, we recall the definitions of the two partitions that we are computing the Green polynomials at. The partition ν x pf q is defined in section 2 of [24] (see in particular lemma 2.3 and the preceding discussion): letting x " x ss x u be the Jordan decomposition of x, the conjugacy class of x is uniquely determined by the data of the semisimple conjugacy class of x ss together with a unipotent conjugacy class in the centralizer Z GL n pkq px ss q. Let ppT q " ś i f i pT q n i be the characteristic polynomial of x ss and denote d i " deg f i the degrees of the irreducible factors f i , then we have an isomorphism Z GLnpkq px ss q -
In general, by the theory of Jordan blocks a unipotent conjugacy class in GL m pkq is uniquely determined by a partition of m, so that a unipotent conjugacy class in Z GLnpkq px ss q is determined by a collection of partitions: for each polynomial f i one gets a partition of n i . Finally, ν x pf q " 0 is the empty partition if f is not an irreducible factor of ppT q, while if f " f i , ν x pf i q is the partition of n i associated to f i . Recall now the definition of ρpλ, t; f q (see also section 2.5 of [24] ) for a general partition λ " pn 1 , . . . , n r q: here t P T λ -ś i kn i , so one has that t corresponds to px 1 , . . . , x r q P ś i kn i , and defines r j pt, f q " |t1 ď i ď r such that n i " j¨deg f and f px i q " 0u| .
Then ρpλ, t; f q is the partition with r j pt, f q parts equal to j. Let's specialize the above to the case λ " tnu. One obtains that r j pt, f q " |ti ď 1 | n " n 1 " j deg f and f ptq " 0u| , so if f " m is the minimal polynomial of t we have r j pt, mq "
and we get that ρptnu, t; mq "
is a partition of n deg m . For every other f ‰ m, the partition ρptnu, t; f q " 0 is the empty partition, and then the Green polynomial yields Qpν x pf q, 0q " 1, as in proposition 8. We obtain thus
and similarly,
Since Q´ν x pmq,
QpT q P ZrT s is a polynomial with integer coefficients, it turns out that after reduction mod l we obtain
It remains to compare the sums over the Weyl-conjugates. Notice that since t P kn, Norm k ln |kn ptq " t l and the same is true for its Weyl-conjugates which are just powers of t. Hence
Since pl, nq " 1 we in fact have that the two multisets tt |k| il u n i"1 and tt |k| j u n j"1 are equal, hence
which concludes the proof.
To prove that Tate cohomology realizes the Shintani correspondence on the finite groups level, it remains to show that the reduction mod l of an irreducible l-adic representation ρ of GL n pk l q, considered as a modular GL n pkq-representation, is exactly the Tate cohomology T 0 pρq. This follows from the next two results: Theorem 12. Let ρ be an irreducible l-adic representation of GL n pk l q which is Frob k -fixed and consider its Tate cohomology with respect to that action. The Tate cohomology of ρ is naturally a l-modular representation of GL n pkq (as discussed in the introduction), and for the reduction mod l we have the following identity of traces:
where χ ρ denotes the character of the representation ρ, and the bar denotes, as usual, reduction mod l. For the finite order operator g on the finite-dimensional F l -vector space T i pρq, we denote by Trpg| T i q the sum of the eigenvalues of g.
Proof.
We reduce the question to a pure module-theoretic computation. Fix g P GL n pkq for which we will prove the claim.
Notice that every l-adic irreducible representation of GL n pk l q is l-integral, because it is finitedimensional (since GL n pk l q is a finite group) and in particular an invariant lattice is obtained by averaging over GL n pk l q any full-dimensional lattice. It is clear that l-integrality is in fact obtained over a finite extension of Q l (see, for example, [29] Chapter II, section 4.12), and hence ρ can be realized over a free Z l -module V of finite rank. Setting now G " xFrob k y (a cyclic group of prime order l) gives V the structure of a Z l rGs module, since V is Frob k -stable. As the action of g commutes with Frob k , g is a Z l rGs-module automorphism of finite order. By finiteness of the rank and the fact that trace is additive in short exact sequences, it's enough to prove the claim for each indecomposable Z l rGs-module, and following Curtis and Reiner in [12] , page 690, there are exactly 3 of them. Borchards in [6] , section 2, shows that these three are Z l , Z l rGs, and the augmentation ideal I Ă Z l rGs which can be seen either as the kernel of the augmentation map Z l rGs ÝÑ Z l or as the quotient Z l rGs{NZ l rGs with N " 1`Frob k`. . . Frob l´1 k being the norm element. In [6] we are also given the Tate cohomology for these three indecomposable pieces:
Consider first V " Z l , then obviously g acts as a unit ξ P Zl and its reduction ξ coincides with the action of ξ on T 0 pZ l q " Z{lZ. Since T 1 pZ l q " 0, the claim of the theorem holds in this case. Consider now V " Z l rGs, then g P GL n pkq is a finite order Z l rGs-automorphism of V . Since V is indecomposable, g admits a unique eigenvalue λ P Z l˚, hence its trace on V is rk Z l pV q¨λ " l¨λ whose reduction mod l is zero. Finally, consider V " I " Z l rGs{NZ l rGs. Again g acts on V as a Z l rGs-automorphism of finite order, hence since V is indecomposable g admits a unique eigenvalue λ. Then its trace on V is rk Z l pV q¨λ " pl´1qλ whose reduction is´λ. But since T 1 pV q " Z{lZ is a subquotient of V it is clear that g will act as multiplication by λ on it, which proves the claim.
We record here for sake of clarity the result obtained on the finite group level, which follows immediately from theorems 11, 12 and 6.
Theorem 13. Let l, p be different primes, n be a positive integer coprime to both and k be a finite field of characteristic p. Let π be a cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pkq and ρ " bcpπq its Shintani base change to GL n pk l q. Then r l pπq plq -T 0 pρq as l-modular GL n pkq-representations
Lifting to p-adic groups
In this section we lift the cuspidal representations of GL n pkq constructed so far to level zero cuspidal representations of GL n pLq where L is a finite extension of Q p with residue field k. There is a standard construction to do so, and we recall it here. Denote then k " F q , a finite field of characteristic p, and let L{Q p be a finite extension whose residue field is k (we make no assumption on the absolute ramification degree). Theorem 14. Let ρ be a cuspidal representation of GL n pkq over either R " Q l or R " F l , with central character ω ρ : k˚ÝÑ R˚. Using the canonical quotient map GL n pO L q ÝÑ GL n pkq, consider ρ as a representation of GL n pO L q, and similarly lift ω ρ to OL via the quotient map OL ÝÑ k˚. Using the isomorphism given by valuation L˚-OLˆZ, extend ω ρ trivially on Z so that we have ω : L˚ÝÑ R˚. Then 4. all cuspidal representations of level zero and minimal-maximal type of GL n pLq are obtained in this way.
Proof. This is theorem 3.3 in chapter III of [29] .
From now on, we will call the representation ρ ρ ρ (obtained as in the theorem) the lift of ρ.
Remark. The extension of ω ρ over Z to a character ω of L˚is arbitrary, that is, any choice of an isomorphism L˚-OLˆZ -which corresponds to a choice of a uniformizer in L˚that splits the obvious short exact sequence -is allowed and give another irreducible cuspidal representation of GL n pLq. It is possible to describe when two different choices give rise to isomorphic representations, but it is not of interest now (see again theorem 3.3 in chapter III of [29] ).
We can then apply theorem 14 to our current situation. Let F Ą E be a degree l unramified extension of local fields of characteristic 0 and residue characteristic p. Fix a common uniformizer ̟ which pins down isomorphisms F˚-OFˆZ and E˚-OEˆZ. Let π be an integral l-adic cuspidal representation of GL n pkq and ρ the correspondent Frobeniusfixed cuspidal representation of GL n pk l q. We know that the Frobenius twist of the reduction mod l r l pπq is isomorphic to τ " T 0 pρq, as modular GL n pkq-representations. We lift all four representations through the process described in theorem 14, using the isomorphisms provided by the fixed choice of ̟, obtaining representation of p-adic reductive groups. We denote the new representations by using the same letters in a bold font: respectively π π π being an integral l-adic representation of GL n pEq lifting π and r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq being the lift of its reduction; ρ ρ ρ is the corresponding integral l-adic representation of GL n pF q and the lift of the modular representation realized via Tate cohomology is denoted by τ τ τ . Thanks to the common choice of uniformizers, π π π and ρ ρ ρ have the same central character restricted to E˚, and the same holds for the corresponding modular representations.
First of all, we want to check that the lifting procedures commute with the correspondences that we had on the level of finite groups, that is Proposition 15. Assume the notation above.
1. The lift of the reduction r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq is isomorphic to the reduction of the lift r l pπ π πq.
The lift of a Frobenius twist is the Frobenius twist of the lift.
3. For the Frobenius-fixed l-adic representation ρ, lifting commutes with taking the Tate cohomology T 0 , that is τ τ τ -T 0 pρ ρ ρq, where the Tate cohomology T 0 of a cuspidal representation of p-adic reductive groups is appropriately defined as in [27] , section 3.
Proof.
1. Denote M the underlying space of π, and fix a GL n pkq-stable lattice L Ă M. Then L is GL n pOpEqq-stable under the canonical surjection GL n pOpEqq ։ GL n pkq, and also E˚-invariant, where E˚-OpEq˚ˆ̟ Z has the second factor acting trivially as explained above.
We obtain then that
is a GL n pEq-stable lattice inside
ÝÑ M compactly supported and f pzkgq " ω π pzqπpkq.f pgq ) .
Since we have a stable lattice for the lift π π π, which is irreducible and cuspidal by theorem 14, theorem 1.1d in chapter 3 of [29] guarantees that the reduction mod l r l pπ π πq is irreducible. In particular its underlying space is precisely L{mL where we denote by m the maximal ideal of Z l .
On the other hand, again by theorem 1.1d in chapter 3 of [29] , the representation π has irreducible reduction mod l, so that applying theorem 14 to the l-modular representation r l pπq yields the irreducible, cuspidal GL n pEq-representation r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq. Notice that by irreducibility the underlying space of r l pπq is L{mL, and hence the underlying space of the lift r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq is Ind GLnpEq E˚GLnpOpEqq r l pπq " ! GL n pEq f ÝÑ L{mL compactly supp. and f pzkgq " ω r l pπq pzqr l pπqpkq.f pgq ) .
Since both r l pπ π πq and r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq are irreducible, to prove that they are isomorphic it suffices to give a GL n pEq-equivariant nonzero map ∆ : r l pπ π πq ÝÑ r l pπq r l pπq r l pπq.
, then we define ∆pf q to be the composition
Indeed, it is immediate that this is well-defined on L{mL, since mL " ! GL n pEq f ÝÑ mL compactly supported and f pzkgq " ω π pzqπpkq.f pgq )
, and notice that under the quotient L ։ L{mL, each ω π pzqπpkq P GLpLq ։ GL pL{mLq maps to ω r l pπq pzqr l pπqpkq. Finally, the fact that the GL n pEq-actions are compatible is clear by staring at the explicit function models.
2. Recall that the Frobenius twist of any modular l-representation pφ, V q can be defined aś
where the F l -action on the copy of F l is via Frobenius, that is
Thus, to prove the isomorphism stated, it suffices to show that
for any l-modular representation pα, V q of GL n pkq. The underlying space of the left hand side is V V V b pFl,Froblq F l " tf : GL n pEq ÝÑ V s. t. f phgq " αphq.f pgq @h, @g P GL n pEqu b pFl,Froblq F l while the underlying space of the right hand side is
is well-defined on the tensor product, and clearly respects the GL n pEq-action, since this action is trivial on the copy of F l . ∆ is obviously an isomorphism, hence the proof is complete.
3. We will use Bernstein and Zelevinsky' characterization of induced representations as l-sheaves (see [5] ), together with the proposition in section 3.3 of [27] which we now recall without proof.
Proposition 16. Let X be an l-space and F be an l-sheaf on X. Suppose σ is a finite-order automorphism of X and that F is σ-equivariant, so that one can define Tate cohomology as
which is an l-sheaf on X σ . We then have a canonical isomorphism for compactly supported sections:
here the map is given on a compactly supported section of F on X by restricting it to X σ .
Lemma 17. Denote now G " GL n pF q and H " F˚GL n pO F q, a closed subgroup of G. Let σ " Frob E act on G, clearly with order l. Then
Proof. This is a cohomology computation,: we need to show that ker`H 1 pσ, F˚GL n pO FÝÑ H 1 pσ, GL n pF q˘" 1.
In fact, we will show that the cohomology group on the left is trivial. Since F {E is unramified, we can pick a common uniformizer ω, and then F˚-ω ZˆOF so that F˚GL n pO F q " ω Z GL n pO F q. The long exact sequence in group cohomology gives
but the Frobenius action on ω Z is trivial, hence H 1 pσ, ω Z q -Hom pZ{lZ, Zq " 0. Thus, it suffices to show that H 1 pσ, GL n pO F" 0. Consider now the first congruence subgroup Γ " id n`ω Mat n pO F q Ă GL n pO F q. This is a Frobenius-invariant, normal pro-p group and the quotient is GL n pO F q{Γ -GL n pk l q. The long exact sequence in cohomology thus gives
and since pp, lq " 1, the xσy-cohomology of the pro-p group Γ is trivial. It remains to show that H 1 pσ, GL n pk l" 0, but this is a well-known generalization of Hilbert 90.
Consider now the l-adic representation ρ ρ ρ " c-Ind G H ω ρ ρ: by proposition 2.23 in [5] there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) l-sheaf F on X " HzG such that ρ ρ ρ is isomorphic to the space of compactly supported sections Γ c pX, F q as modules over the algebra of C 8 c pXq of compactly supported, locally constant functions on the l-space X (and by equivalence of categories, they are isomorphic as admissible G-representations).
Lemma 18. The compactly supported sections of F on an open set U Ă X are given by Γ c pU, F q " tf P c-Ind
Proof. We follow the proof of proposition 1.14 in [5] . Notice that since H Ă G is open, X " HzG has the discrete topology and hence functions in C 8 c pXq and sections in ΓpX, F q are compactly supported if and only if are finitely supported modulo H. In particular, a compactly supported section of F on an open set U Ă X is a section with finite support contained in U; therefore the claim of the lemma follows from the special case U " Hg " x P X, i.e. we want to show that the stalk F x is given by elements f P c-Ind
The explicit construction of proposition 1.14 in [5] gives that for the C 8 c pXq-module M " c-Ind G H W , the associated sheaf F has stalk
Thanks to the topology being discrete, it is immediate that M ։ M{Mpxq has a canonical section whose image consists of the elements f P c-Ind G H W supported at Hg, and this concludes the proof.
Since we assume that ρ ρ ρ is Frobenius-fixed, we get an induced action by σ " Frob on the sheaf F , and F is σ-equivariant. Explicitly, for an open set U Ă HzG, an element f P F pUq and any g P G the action is σpUq : F pUq ÝÑ F pσ´1pUqq, pσf q pgq " σ´1 pf pFrobpgwhere the σ-action on the right-hand side consists of the σ-action on the underlying space W of ω ρ ρ. We are then able to explicitly determine F σ : letting U Ă pHzGq σ open, we have kerp1´σqpUq " tf P F pUq such that f pFrobpgqq " σpf pgqq @g P Uu; but since U is σ-fixed, the latter condition corresponds to f pgq P W σ for all g, which means Imf Ă W σ . Similarly, N " ř l i"1 σ acting on F pUq gives pN.f q pgq " Npf pgqq, hence pImNq pUq " tpN.f q such that f P F pUqu where now pN.f qpgq " Npf pgqq P ImN Ă W σ . Notice that for any fixed open set U Ă H σ zG σ , we can find a function f P ker p1´σq pUq which hits any specific element of W σ since those functions are locally constant and compactly supported. Hence by the lemma Γ c`X σ , T 0 pF q˘" tf P Ind Proof of theorem 19. We will use an explicit description of the local Langlands correspondence to prove this statement. One of the features that characterize uniqueness of the local Langlands correspondence is that base change on the automorphic side corresponds to restriction on the Galois side, that is: if φ is an irreducible admissibile representation of GL n pEq corresponding to the n-dimensional representation α of the Weil group W pEq, and F {E is a cyclic extension of local fields, then the restriction res W pEq W pF q α corresponds via Local Langlands to the base change bcpφq, an irreducible admissibile representation of GL n pF q. We remark again that this description, which is classical for representation over a characteristic zero coefficient field, still holds true for modular representations (at least in characteristic different from the residue characteristic of E) thanks to Vigneras ( [28] ).
Therefore, it is enough to find the Galois representations corresponding to π π π and ρ ρ ρ and check that they are the restriction of one another. We follow here the explicit description by Bushnell and Henniart (see [9] and [10] ): the information that we need is encoded in the following lemma. We keep the notation introduced at the start of this section: k " F q is a finite field of characteristic p and L{Q p is a finite extension having residue field k.
Lemma 20. Suppose pn, |k|q " 1. Let α be an l-adic cuspidal representation of GL n pkq which corresponds via Green correspondence to a regular character χ : kn ÝÑ Q l˚. Inflate χ to OL n and by extending it trivially on Z get a character (still denoted by χ) of Ln. Consider the unramified character µ : Ln ÝÑ Q l˚d efined as µpωq " p´1q n´1 on a (equivalently, any) uniformizer ω of the unramified extension L n of degree n of L. Then the (l-adic) local Langlands correspondence gives, for the level zero cuspidal l-adic representation obtained as in theorem 14,
W pLnq µχ where on the Galois side, µχ becomes a character of W pL n q via the quotient map to the abelianization W pL n q ab -Ln using the canonical isomorphism of class field theory.
Proof. Recall that we fixed an isomorphism Q l -C. Bushnell and Henniart ( [9] ) parametrize both sets of the local Langlands correspondence (n-dimensional Weil representations of W pLq and irreducible, admissibile representations of GL n pLq for L a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0) by the set of admissible pairs, that is pairs pL 1 {L, ξq where L 1 {L is tamely ramified and ξ : L 1˚Ý Ñ Ql is a (continuous) character such that for every intermediate extension
Suppose L 1 {L is unramified. Then the correspondence between admissible pairs and Weil representations simply associates to pL 1 {L, ξq the rL 1 : Ls-dimensional Weil representation Ind W pLq W pL 1 q ξ where ξ is extended to be a character of W pL 1 q via the quotient map to its abelianization W pL 1 q ab and the isomorphism of class field theory. Suppose now π π π is a level zero cuspidal l-adic representation of GL n pLq, with notation as in the statement of the lemma. Then proposition 2.2 in [9] says that associating to π π π the admissible pair pL n {L, χq is part of a more general bijection between admissible pairs and irreducible admissibile GL n pLq-representations: the composition of the two bijections just described gives rise to the naive correspondence. We denote this bijection as
The modification needed to turn the composition of the two bijections described above into the local Langlands correspondence consists in using a rectifier, that is a tamely ramified character µ : L
1˚Ý
Ñ Ql depending on the admissible pair pL 1 {L, ξq, such that the new bijection
between admissible pairs and GL n pLq-representations yields the local Langlands correspondence upon composition: Ind W pLq W pL 1 q ξ ÐÑ L π π π µξ , as in theorem A (or corollary 3.3) of [9] .
Therefore, it remains to figure out what the rectifier looks like in case of a level zero cuspidal representation π π π: in this situation, admissibility of the associated pair pL 1 {L, ξq is equivalent to L 1 {L being unramified, ξ| 1`p L 1 " 1 being trivial, and ξ being GalpL 1 {Lq-regular, as explained in section 2.2 of [9] . Thus we set L 1 " L n from now on. By theorems C and D in [10] , the rectifier µ is then the product of the rectifier for the pair pL n {L n , ξq and the u-rectifier for pL n {L, ξq. The former is just the trivial character, since the Langlands correspondence must match with class field theory in the n " 1 case. Theorem 2 of [10] and uniqueness of the u-rectifier as a tamely ramified character (theorem C of the same paper) together imply that the unramified character of Ln which sends a uniformizer ω Þ Ñ p´1q n´1 is exactly the u-rectifier we are looking for. The claim of lemma 20 follows.
We continue then the proof of theorem 19 by applying the lemma to our situation: π π π is a representation of GL n pEq lifted as in theorem 14 from a cuspidal representation of GL n pkq corresponding to the character ψ : kn ÝÑ Q l˚, while ρ ρ ρ is a representation of GL n pF q lifted from the cuspidal representation of GL n pk l q corresponding to the character φ " ψ˝Norm k ln |kn : kl n ÝÑ Q l˚.
Then by the lemma, the local Langlands correspondence gives π π π ÐÑ Ind 
where the horizontal surjective maps are compositions
or each local field L. Then we obtain µψ| W pFnq " µψ˝Norm Fn|En ; this obviously coincide with µφ on units of the ring of integers (by definition of ψ and φ and since µ is unramified), while on a uniformizer ω P E n of F n we have
This should coincides with µφpωq " p´1q n´1 and the only way that this fails to happen is when both l and n are even, which cannot be since we are assuming pl, nq " 1. The proof is complete.
The ramified case
In this section we investigate the ramified case. Let F Ą E be a tamely, totally ramified extension of local fields of prime degree l, where E Ą Q p is a finite extension. Denote by k the common residue field.
Let π π π be a level zero, minimal-maximal type (terminology as in [29] , chapter III, section 3), cuspidal, l-adic representation of GL n pEq and ρ ρ ρ " bcpπq bcpπq bcpπq be its base change to GL n pF q. Denoting by σ a generator of GalpF {Eq, the obvious action on GL n pF q turns ρ ρ ρ into a σ-invariant representation -and thus we can take Tate cohomology with respect to this action. What can be said about the relation between the l-modular representations T 0 pρ ρ ρq and r l pπ π πq?
Theorem 21. With the notation as above, T 0 pbcpπq bcpπq bcpπqq -r l pπ π πq plq as l-modular representations of GL n pEq.
Although the final result is the same as in the unramified case, the technique for this proof is radically different, since the two local fields have now the same residue field and we cannot hence hope to deduce the claim from the corresponding fact for finite groups (as in the unramified case).
By proposition 3.5, chapter II of [13] there exists a uniformizer ̟ E of E such that some root of the Eisenstein equation X l´̟ E is a primitive element for the extension F Ą E. Fix one such root and denote it by ̟ F : we have F " Ep̟ F q and O F " O E p̟ F q.
Denote π π π " Ind
GLnpEq
E˚GLnpO E q ω α α where α is an l-adic representation of GL n pk E q which corresponds (via the Green correspondence) to a regular character χ : pk En q˚ÝÑ Z l˚.
Lemma 22. For the l-adic base change ρ ρ ρ of π π π, we have ρ ρ ρ " bcpπ π πq " Ind GLnpF q F˚GLnpO F q ω α l α l where α l is the representation of GL n pk E q correpondent to the Green character χ l : pk En q˚ÝÑ Z l˚. In particular, ρ ρ ρ is also a cuspidal l-adic representation of level zero and minimal-maximal type.
Proof. This is a computation based on the explicit local Langlands by Bushnell and Henniart ( [9] , [10] ). Using lemma 20 one gets the Weil representation corresponding to π π π:
where χ has been inflated to OE n first, and then extended trivially to get a character of En, while µ : En ÝÑ Z l˚i s the unramified character taking value p´1q n´1 on the uniformizer ̟ E . Denote by γ this Weil representation, and consider now res where the a-superscript indicates conjugation. Since F and E n are linearly disjoint over E, we get that W pF qW pE n q " W pEq while W pF q X W pE n q " W pF E n q " W pF n q and hence the sum over the double cosets reduces to Ind Now we want to show that the pair`F n {F, pµχq˝Norm Fn|En˘i s admissible, in the terminology of [9] . Denote ξ " pµχq˝Norm Fn|En , then by Serre [21] , chapter V, proposition 4 we have
En and since by construction µχ is trivial on the latter filtration subgroup, we get ξ| 1`̟ F O Fn " 1. As explained in section 2.2 of [9] , admissibility of the pair pF n {F, ξq is then equivalent to ξ being GalpF n {F q-regular, that is, ξ ‰ ξ σ for any nontrivial σ P GalpF n {F q. We show that this follows from the fact that χ is GalpE n {Eq-regular. Suppose ξ is not regular, so that ξ " ξ σ for some nontrivial σ P GalpF n {F q. Therefore the two characters must coincide when restricted to OF n . Notice that since F and E n are linearly disjoint over E and have compositum F n , we have GalpF n {F qˆGalpF n {E n q -GalpF n {Eq. In particular, σ commutes with every element of GalpF n {E n q, so that σ`Norm Fn|En pxq˘" Norm Fn|En pσpxqq @x P OF n .
By [21] , chapter V, corollary 3, the image of Norm Fn|En`OF n˘c ontains 1`̟ E O En and by corollary 7 and the following remark we have that
is a prime order quotient of a cyclic group. Since by definition µ is trivial on OE n , we obtain that χ " χ σ on an index l subgroup of kn. The character χ σ¨χ´1 is then a character of Z{lZ of order dividing the order r of σ, since clearly pχ σ q r " χ r . But r|n, which is coprime to l, hence we have a character of Z{lZ of order coprime to l. This order can only be 1, i.e. χ " χ σ on the entire kn. But this contradicts the regularity of the character χ, since σ P GalpF n {F q -Galpk n {kq is a non-trivial element.
Thus, the pair`F n {F, pµχq˝Norm Fn|En˘i s admissible, and hence by proposition 2.2 in [9] , the supercuspidal l-adic representation associated to the Galois representation Ind W pF q W pFnq ξ is of level zero, minimal-maximal type, and ultimately depends on the Green character ζ : kn ÝÑ Z l˚w hose inflation is ξ. To figure out what ζ is, we only need to compute ξ on an element x P OF n whose reduction modulo 1`ω F O Fn generates kn. But since F n {E n is totally ramified, there exist one such element x in OE n : we get then ξpxq " µχ`Norm Fn|En pxq˘" µχpx l q " χpxq l , so that ζ " χ l and this ultimately shows the claim of the lemma.
We can now compute Tate cohomology for the l-adic representation ρ ρ ρ " bcpπ π πq, we'll use proposition 16 . In our situation, we have that X " F˚GL n pO F qzGL n pF q, σ is a generator of GalpF {Eq and on an open set U Ă F˚GL n pO F qzGL n pF q we have Γ c pU, F q " tf : GL n pF q ÝÑ V supported on F˚GL n pO F qU and such that f pzkgq " ω α l pzqα l pkq.f pgq @z P F˚, k P GL n pO F q, g P GL n pF qu.
where we denote by V the underlying space of α l . The map of sheaves realizing σ-equivariance of F is λ : F ÝÑ F
defined on an open set U Ă X as λpUq : F pUq ÝÑ F pσ´1Uq λpUq.f pgq " f pσgq, because the identity map on V is already realizing α l -α l˝σ , due to the fact that E Ă F is totally ramified.
Notice that X " F˚GL n pO F qzGL n pF q is the set of vertices of the Bruhat-Tits building B pGL n pFfor GL n pF q, which has a canonical structure of simplicial complex -and hence we can denote its set of vertices as C 0 pB pGL n pF. Each vertex corresponds to a homothety class of O F -lattices in F n , and the Bruhat-Tits building B pGL n pEqq of GL n pEq is naturally embedded inside B pGL n pFby considering homothety classes of O F -lattices which have a basis defined over O E . The building admits a natural action of the Galois group, and it is a standard result (e.g. G. Prasad in [18] ) that for tamely ramified extensions F Ą E we have B pGL n pF qq
GalpF {Eq " B pGL n pEqq where this is an equality of "convex subsets" as explained in the source above. In particular, this means that the set of vertices C 0 pB pGL n pFGalpF {Eq " X σ is exactly the set of vertices of B pGL n pFlying in the closure of a chamber of B pGL n pEqq under the canonical embedding. Consider now the canonical chamber for B pGL n pEqq: the one having vertices Since GL n pEq acts transitively on the chambers of B pGL n pEqq, we obtain that
where the union is not disjoint.
Proposition 23. The sheaf T 0 pF q is supported on C 0 pB pGL n pEqqq, that is, supported on the vertex set of the building B pGL n pEqq over the smaller field.
The idea of the proof is the following: by topological considerations, one reduces to check that the sections of the sheaf T 0 pF q over a vertex in the canonical chamber is zero unless this vertex is in C 0 pB pGL n pEqqq. For a vertex in the canonical chamber we explicitly compute T 0 which turns out to be sections of F taking values in the Tate cohomology of the underlying space V with respect to a specific conjugation operator (depending on the vertex). A concrete description of V given by the Kirillov model allows us to show that the Tate cohomology with respect to such an operator is trivial unless the conjugation itself is trivial, which corresponds to the vertex being in C 0 pB pGL n pEqqq.
Proof. First of all, since F˚GL n pO F q is an open subgroup of GL n pF q the topology on X is discrete, and hence it suffices to show that for any vertex w P C 0 pB pGL n pFGalpF {Eq´C 0 pB pGL n pEwe have Γpw, T 0 pF" 0. Moreover, GL n pEq acts transitively on the chambers of its own building B pGL n pEqq hence it suffices to show Γpw, T 0 pF" 0 when w is in the canonical chamber, because for any other w 1 the representation induced by T 0 pF q at the vertex w 1 will be GL n pEq-conjugate (and hence GL n pEq-isomorphic) to one given by a vertex in the canonical chamber.
Fix then a vertex w " diag´̟ tf : GL n pF q ÝÑ V supported on F˚GL n pO F q̟ i F and such that f pzkgq " ω α l pzqα l pkq.f pgq @z P F˚, k P GL n pO F q, g P GL n pF qu.
. We obtain Γ c`w , T 0 pF q˘" tf : GL n pF q ÝÑ T 0 pα l pξ i l q, V q supported on F˚GL n pO F q̟ i F and such that f pzkgq " ω α l pzqα l pkq.f pgq @z P F˚, k P GL n pO F q, g P GL n pF qu.
It remains thus to compute T 0 pα l pξ i l q, V q and show that this is 0 as soon as w " ̟ i F R C 0 pBpGL n pEqqq. Notice that by character theory, α l -α l˝cξ i l as representations of GL n pk E q where we denote by c g conjugation by g P GL n pk E q. In fact, the operator V T ÝÑ V realizing this isomorphism is exactly α l pξ i l q, and since V " Ind GL n´1 pk E q U n´1 pk E q ψ, we have (denoting Y " pU n´1 pk E qzGL n´1 pk Ehere F 1 is the l-sheaf associated to V , that is F 1 pAq " tf : GL n´1 pk E q ÝÑ Z l supported on U n´1 pk E qA and such that f pugq " ψpuqf pgq @u P U n´1 pk E q, g P GL n´1 pk E qu.
Under this notation, the map of sheaves making so we will compute Tate cohomology of F 1 with respect to this map. By the usual argument about automorphisms of prime order l fixing a subgroup of order coprime to l, we have that any coset U n´1 pk E qg P Y fixed by c ξ i l admits a representative which is itself fixed, i.e. we can assume that where the tensor product on the left is the Frobenius twist, because for the corresponding Green characters we have χ b F l F l " χ l and hence the Brauer characters of r l pαq plq and r l pα l q coincide. Both modular representations are naturally realized on V b F l . Thus at every vertex w P C 0 pBpGL n pEqq the two l-sheaves r l pπ π πq plq and T 0 pρ ρ ρq have the same space of sections (as in proposition 15, (2), taking Frobenius twists commutes with lifting) and the actions of Stab GLnpEq pwq coincide. Since the translation action of GL n pEq on the vertices C 0 pBpGL n pEqq is also obviously the same, the two l-sheaves r l pπ π πq plq and T 0 pρ ρ ρq coincide, and by the Bernstein-Zelevinsky' equivalence of categories this proves that the two representations r l pπ π πq plq and T 0 pρ ρ ρq are isomorphic.
